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To: 
                                                  
All X-1R distributors   From:   Nigel McKenzie 

Cc:   Date 10th December 2009 

Subject: 
Engineering Bulletin – The Timken Test 

 
 

Recently I have been asked about the “pressure machine” that is used at 
trade shows and on various infomercials (including some of ours).  The 
machine is called the Timken Test Machine and is used to determine the 
“Measurement of Extreme-Pressure Properties of Lubricating Fluids” 
Timken stopped manufacturing these machines and most are now made by 
the FALEX corporation and thus they are sometimes called a Falex Machines 
or the Falex Test. 

Wikipedia has an entry that goes as follows; Timken OK Load is a qualitative 
measure that indicates the possible performance of extreme pressure 
additives (EP Additives) in a lubricating grease or oil. The units of measure 
are pounds-force or kilograms-force and are determined using a special test 
machine. 

The test machine is based on a machine manufactured by the Timken 
Company from 1935 to 1972. It is now an industry standard test though the 
meaning of the qualitative measure has become less useful as the science of 
tribology has advanced. 

The test machine consists of a bearing race mounted on a tapered arbor 
rotating at high speed. The race is brought into contact with a square steel 
test block under load. The contact area is flooded with the lubricant being 
tested. The Timken OK Load is the load at which the spinning bearing race 
produces a score mark on the test block. 

Timken no longer manufactures the test machine, but it is commercially 
manufactured by the Falex Corporation. Timken OK Loads are still listed on 
grease and oil property charts. It was once generally assumed that the 
measure and the film strength of the lubricant were directly related. Today, the 
primary purpose of the test is to determine whether EP additives are present 
and functioning. A measure of 35 pounds-force (16 kilograms-force or 155 
Newton’s) or more means that EP additives are present and working. 

The Timken OK Load test specification is ASTM D-2509. 

Jeff Ketchledge advises that you use the machine roughly as follows; ask the 
people to whom you are demonstrating to go and buy what they perceive to 
be a cheap oil, an okay oil (mid price range) and an expensive oil.  Test the 
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oils in turn and you will notice that each of the oils regardless of perceived 
quality will fail at a similar point.  Then test the same oils with X-1R and show 
how much better you can make them all perform. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Above picture is of laboratory standard Timken Machine as 
manufactured by the Falex Corporation. 
 
We can source the smaller portable machines that you see at the trade shows 
for you (not the one above) but be warned they are not cheap and they are of 
limited use. 
 
Nigel McKenzie 
December 2009 
 


